
Free trip to a sex resort 

but must bring your 

parents or your siblings. 

Who goes?

During sex would you 

rather telepathically hear 

their thoughts or have 

them hear yours?

What is the perfect 

food to bring to a sex 

orgy?

Have sex on a bed of 

nails or sheets of 

sandpaper?

Celebrity crush wants to 

have sex but has horrible 

body odor, what do you 

do?

What is the sexiest 

movie you’ve watched?

How much masturbation 

is too much?

Give up sex for a year 

or masturbating for 

your life?

What is the worst 

pickup line that has 

actually worked?

How would you have sex 

with a porcupine?

What's the best thing to 

think about to prevent 

a premature finish?

What is the worst place 

for a third nipple?

If absolutely necessary, 

where in this room 

would you pee?

Fire breaks out during 

sex & you escape naked 

to the street – now 
what?

What is the worst TV 

theme song to play 

during sex?



Lick a toilet or not 

have sex for 5 years?

How cold does it have 

to be for socks to be 

ok during sex?

What vanilla person do 

you fantasize about the 

most?

What advice for a nun’s 
retirement home 

suffering an STI 

outbreak?

How would you handle 

the worst cramp 

without stopping sex?

What would be the 

funniest question to ask 

during a sex ed class?

What is the best 

advantage of incest?

How would you remove 

a wedgie without using 

your hands?

What would be the 

worst costume for you 

to wear during sex?

What is the best place 

in a church to have 

sex?

To win a million-dollars, 

how would you have the 

most sex in a day?

What would be the 

worst swinger 

nickname?

Weirdest thing you’ve 
used or thought about 

while masturbating?

Need a sex change but 

can customize a body 

part, what do you pick?

What’s your biggest 
guilty pleasure?



What is the worst food 

to put inside a vagina?

If you were the 

opposite sex for a day, 

what do you do?

Do it outside in 0 

degrees or outside in 110 

degrees?

What is the worst lube 

or sex toy you ever 

used?

Mr. Bond, what would 

be your final sex wish 

before you are killed?

Which person here would 

you cuddle, who do you 

kiss & who do you 

fuck?

What's the worst pain 

you have inflicted during 

sex? (accidentally we 

hope)

Name the strangest 

place you’ve ever had 
sex.

Who is sexier 

Spongebob, Barney, 

Elmo, or a Teletubby?

What is the worst 

safeword (stopword) 

to use in BDSM?

Tiny penis that can cum 

or big penis that can't 

be hard?

Who was your worst 

kisser and what did they 

do?

What is the worst 

word(s) to have 

tattooed on your 

crotch?

What charge would you 

never want on your 

credit card statement?

Worst TV show to 

watch while 

masturbating?



What would be the 

worst food to use in 

the middle of sex?

You accidentally climax 

during a doctor’s exam, 
what do you say?

Would you choose to be 

hairy or completely bald 

everywhere?

Who in this group do 

you think can projectile 

vomit farthest?

What have you tried and 

were surprised to like 

it so much?

Would you rather gain 

200 pounds or forever 

lose your sexy bits?

Would you have sex in a 

funeral home (assuming 

it’s not your own 
funeral)?

What is something you 

have tried but will never 

do again?

You forever lose your 

libido but eating a panda 

will cure it.  Do you?

Accidentally send nudes 

to entire family or 

entire office?

What is the most people 

you could actively 

engage during sex?

Would you rather have 

sex in a car or a 

shower stall? Why?

You gotta choose, have 

sex with a pig or a goat 

& why?

What is the naughtiest 

way you have been 

nice?

Would you rather kiss a 

freshly showered ass 

or eat food off the 

floor?


